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Princess Katherine has found herself in a precarious predicament. Through an arranged marriage set in
motion years before, she has found herself engaged to the cruel King Philip. Philip’s rival from a
neighboring kingdom is advancing, attempting to free his brother, whom Philip holds captive. Katherine
secretly attempts to locate Philip’s prisoner, King Matthew, hoping that together they can find a way to
escape Philip’s devious clutches. However, Katherine has not spoken since a tragic event years ago and, now
she must rely on others to help her find her voice and find her path to freedom. Meanwhile, King Matthew’s
brother King Caleb is building his forces, ready to avenge his stolen brother and restore him to his thrown.
Will Caleb be in time to release his brother before Philip allies with his insidious cousin, King Leopold? Will
Katherine escape from Philip and find her true love? This story of love and heartache will leave you
breathless. A tale of love and war full of so many twists and turns, you’ll find yourself both shocked and
elated as the story unwinds. Deck of Cards is a spellbinding journey, which will keep you hanging on every
word until the captivating ending.
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From reader reviews:

Shanika Jeans:

It is possible to spend your free time to learn this book this guide. This Deck of Cards is simple to deliver
you can read it in the area, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not have much space to bring the
particular printed book, you can buy typically the e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can save
the book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this
book.

Jewell Garza:

This Deck of Cards is completely new way for you who has curiosity to look for some information since it
relief your hunger details. Getting deeper you on it getting knowledge more you know or you who still
having small amount of digest in reading this Deck of Cards can be the light food to suit your needs because
the information inside this particular book is easy to get simply by anyone. These books create itself in the
form that is reachable by anyone, yes I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in reserve form
make them feel drowsy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there isn't any in reading a guide
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss the item!
Just read this e-book variety for your better life in addition to knowledge.

Marlyn Melia:

A lot of publication has printed but it differs. You can get it by internet on social media. You can choose the
very best book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is known as of book Deck
of Cards. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it could add your
knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most important that, you must aware about publication. It
can bring you from one location to other place.

Larry Luis:

A lot of people said that they feel bored stiff when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt the item
when they get a half portions of the book. You can choose the actual book Deck of Cards to make your
reading is interesting. Your current skill of reading proficiency is developing when you such as reading. Try
to choose straightforward book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the idea about book and
reading especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to start a book and read it. Beside that the e-book
Deck of Cards can to be a newly purchased friend when you're experience alone and confuse in what must
you're doing of this time.
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